MODEL .......................... WA480-8, WA500-7/8, WA600-8
FEATURE .......................... INTEGRATED LOAD METER
STD / OPT .......................... STANDARD
SUGGESTED SETTING .......... SITE DEPENDENT

The integrated load meter provides basic scale functions at no additional machine cost. Controls are incorporated into the bucket control lever for seamless operation. The load data is can be viewed on the main seven-inch LCD monitor in the cab.

When calibrated correctly, the integrated load meter is as accurate as an aftermarket system. However, the system does not have a tip-off function, which many aftermarket systems do.

The integrated load meter provides real time load weights on the monitor by pressing buttons on the bucket lever. Load data is incorporated into KOMTRAX for remote viewing and study.

The Load meter is only available on 2-lever / 2-valve machines. This feature is not compatible with multi-function mono-lever (MFML), coupler equipped machines, or 3-valve machines.

For additional information, please consult the Product Bulletin, Operator’s Manual or Shop Manual. Photos may include optional equipment.